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Abstract:
The subject of this theoretical study emerges from the identification of a gap in the theories of first, second, and third order change. Through synthesis and critique of existing theory (Bateson, 1972, Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch, 1974, and Bartunek and Moch, 1987), an integrated, three part theory of change is proposed to include continuous inquiries into mental maps, reflexive practices, and authoring. Grouping these themes together in a process of continuous inquiry opens up the possibilities for a third order of change.

In organizational development literature second order change has been most often defined by changing mental maps, in contrast to first order change, which is defined as working with existing mental maps. On closer inspection, this singular definition cannot sustain second order change, for once a new mental map has been adopted the process reverts to a first order change. This raises the dilemma that to sustain second order change the mental maps must be continuously challenged. Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, and Penn (1987), Argyris (1992), and McWhinney (1995) have each developed processes for reflexive inquiry which sustain second order change.

In the reflexive application of this theory for organizational change, issues of co-authorship become critical. Power and manipulation create barriers to reflexivity and limit the expansion of authoring. Zimmerman concludes that to achieve third order of change, collaborative choices must be part of the process requiring that the change agents and the recipients work together to author options for change. Combining the three concepts--mental mapping, reflexivity, and authoring--as an integrated theory for change suggests the definition of a third order that is significantly distinct from second order change.

Purpose:
This paper summarizes the key findings from Zimmerman's (1998) dissertation which synthesizes and critiques existing knowledge about the theories of first, second, and third order change. She reframes the theory around the key concepts of mental mapping, reflexivity, and authoring and identifies reflexivity as a central concept in distinguishing between the orders of change. The purposes of the dissertation were to explicate the levels of learning (Bateson, 1972) and the orders of change (Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch, 1974) to bound the definitions of first and second order change to set the stage for a definition of third order of change. This dissertation analyzes the psychotherapeutic work of the narrative therapists (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, and Penn, 1987, White and Epston, 1990, and Parry and Doan, 1994) along with the organizational development work (Senge, 1990, Argyris, 1992, McWhinney, 1992, Schon and Rein, 1994, and Costa and Garmston, 1995) and demonstrates that there is a fissure in the definitions of second order change that creates much confusion about the boundaries for third order change.
Most claims of educators about producing second order change are based on a limited citation trail and thus do not include reflexive practices. Some (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, and Penn, 1987) would reject the claims of educators for producing second order change as being simple reframes and therefore not second order change. They argue that second order change requires an emphasis on reflexive practices. The implications are that educational change processes might benefit from the use of reflexive practices.

Theoretical Framework:
Bateson (1972) was the first to propose the application of Russell and Whitehead's Theory of Logical Types to a critical analysis of behavior. In using this analogy Bateson posited that "labels" embody multiple levels of abstraction. He argued that "learning" is not a singular concept but rather is represented in a hierarchy of abstractions. He reasoned that behavior modification was a first order or incremental form of learning and that gestalt learning was a second order or transference form of learning. For him the only way to measure learning was through behavioral change, therefore he proposed that the words learning and change be used synonymously. Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch (1974) applied Bateson's theory of change to their psychotherapeutic work and published an often cited book that explicated two orders of change. A few years later Bartunek and Moch (1987) published a short paper extending the therapeutic notion of orders of change to an organizational setting positing a third order which had only been alluded to by Bateson and was not mentioned at all by Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch. Although the paper by Bartunek and Moch identifies "authoring" as a key concept in this theory, the examples contain inconsistencies which created a search model leading to the conclusion by this author that reflexivity as a key concept is necessary for building a solid definition for three orders of change. This interventionist model suggests three key concepts which are essential for producing second or third order change as outlined below.

Mental Mapping
Mental mapping identifies the key concept most often cited when distinguishing between first and second order change. Depending upon the theorist, the terminology changes from frames, to schemata, to gestalts, to theories-in-use, each one describing an invisible process of thinking. Mental mapping is a narrow, specialized form of meaning making whereby the change agent identifies and attempts to change layered contexts that describe these invisible skills. Mental mapping delineates a way to sort, orient to, or describe experience and is the key concept mentioned by all theorists when describing second order change; however, the theorists divide on whether a change in mental mapping is sufficient to produce second order change.

The fissure between theorists evolves from differences in applications between organizational development and psychotherapeutic practices. The narrative school of psychotherapists (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, and Penn, 1987, White and Epston, 1990, and Parry and Doan, 1994) have pushed second order change to include a cybernetic concept of the observing system. The addition of the observing systems expands the role of the change agent to include reflexive
practices and attention to how one authors the change. The application of cybernetic metaphors argues for attention to the observing process and the interaction of the change agent which contributes simultaneously and interdependently to the change process. It is the concretization of mental maps that makes them ponderable and changeable through a reflexive inquiry.

Reflexivity:
Rothman (1997) distinguishes between reflexivity which is an immediate visceral response and reflexivity in which the time dimension is stretched to allow humans to stop and think about something in order to respond. According to Abram (1996) reflexivity as a linguistic act has a long history beginning with the advent of the written word, which allowed human kind to hold words still and to reflect back over time. In Western thought Socrates is credited with breaking from the mimetic oral traditions and developing Socratic questioning—a reflexive process for asking questions about concepts.

The key concept of reflexivity is not present in all descriptions of second order change. Watzlawick et. al. (1974) take a pragmatic approach and do not emphasize the importance of the reflexive relationship. For obvious reasons other writing such as Bartunek and Moch (1987) based on citations of Watzlawick et. al. also neglect the reflexive relationships. Because Argyris (1992) includes feedback as an essential part of double loop learning, his theory includes reflexivity but does not label it as such. His two models of communication describe a closing down (Model I) and a opening up (Model II) of the reflexive process. Boscolo et. al. (1987) and Sluzki (1985) work directly from cybernetic metaphors and emphasize the relationship of the observing system to the change process. In the folding back of information, Boscolo et. al. have developed a reflexive form of questioning that is called circular questioning.

To complete the definition of an observing system, one must also ask who, what, where, and how is the change being authored as a result the relationships emerging in the observing system. Instead of focusing on the narrow frame of mental maps, Rothman (1997) suggests that reflexivity is an inclusive concept that defines the relationship between self, others, and context. This shift to other and to context suggests a co-creation or collective authoring.

Authoring: The idea of collective authoring brings into question the initial key concept of mental mapping. Collective authoring implies the social construction of knowledge and moves away from a strictly mental model of knowledge. Situated in this way, this author defines power (White and Epston, 1990) and judgment (Argyris, 1992) as barriers to co-authoring. For the psychotherapists second order change marked the transition to a belief in the social construction of knowledge, yet in the literature this is not clearly defined. The orders of change progress from the objective authoring of first order to an intersubjective authoring of the third order.

Three Orders of Change—Varying Approaches for Intervention
Based on the identified key concepts of mental mapping, reflexivity, and authoring the author suggests three levels of intervention. In the first order of
change the interventionist designs change strategies that improve the current mental map. Reflexive moves are designed to define and clarify the existing map with the change agent being the removed, objective broker of the change process. In second order change the change agent questions the mental maps using a reflexive process that brings self, other, and context into the observing process. (The interventionist can be external or internal.) At this level the role of the interventionists vacillates between being the broker of the change and engaging the other in the process. The degree in which the observing system including reflexivity and co-authoring is embedded in the process defines a possibility for third order change. At the third order the interventionist operates as if a intersubjective process is the aim of the change process, not the changing mental maps as articulated at the earlier levels. This author argues that when the change agent realizes that mental maps are a facet of the observing system the possibility of a third order interventionist strategy is possible. From this level, the change process becomes a continual inquiry and co-construction of the change process.

Methods and Data:
This is a theoretical dissertation that critiques and expands existing theory based on data drawn from the work of Bateson (1972), Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch (1974), Bartunek and Moch (1987), McWhinney (1992), and Argyris (1992). The first problem addressed in this dissertation is the confusion about labels and the inconsistencies in the descriptors of levels of learning and the orders of change. Through analysis of existing theory, this author explicates key concepts that help to bound the theory and give focus to the definition of each level. By creating a disciplinary matrix organized around the key concepts the author is able to compare inter and intra level congruencies.

Conclusions:
In conclusion, the author explains how school reformers have been misguided by the language of ordered change. Because of a short citation trail, most references in organizational development and education writing omit reflexivity as a key concept in ordered change. The work the psychotherapies suggests that educators might benefit from paying attention to how the act of observing affects the change process. This paper argues for the development of intersubjective change processes that opens the gate for third order change. Reflexivity becomes the pivotal process that fosters the shift from singular perspectives, to multiple perspectives, to the realization of power of intersubjective creation.

Educational and Scientific importance of the study:
This theoretical dissertation contributes to the practical application of the first, second, and third order change. The explication of a fissure in the second-order clears up epistemological questions about this theory and opens the theory to the possibility of intersubjective authoring.
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